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This paper attempts to carries on the analysis and summary from the angle of 
the importance of oil painting in color moduling through the research of oil 
painting color, shape evolution, find corresponding history master analysis 
thinking, strive to color styling ideas implanted in my creation, and enhance the 
depth of space my oil painting creation. The research on this subject is to my 
study stage of a comb and summary, combing color modeling language evolution 
and development, summed up his in the lack of understanding and use of oil 
painting language above and strange, found his painting concepts and techniques 
of the above problems, this will have for of my painting road to remove obstacles 
to enhance painting ability to lay the cornerstone of. Research situation, summed 
up and divided into the following parts: the first part is a brief overview of oil 
painting color modeling concept, and to deal the dialectical sketch modeling and 
color modeling argument; the second part is to analyze the reproduction and 
performance of color in the painting. The third part is combining with the history 
master briefly. I am studying experience of application of color modeling process 
in oil painting. 
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第一章  油画的色彩造型概述 
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图 1.6 德拉克洛瓦《希阿岛的屠杀》 
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